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Abstract. This paper proposes a door access control system with mo-
bile phones which allows off-line delegations of an access. A model of door
access control with mobile phones is introduced, and then the delegation
is formalized as a copy of a door-key. On the previous model, secure
copy by off-line is realized using the essential idea of the proxy signa-
ture. Moreover, the proposed system is implemented on mobile phones,
and then the execution time of a copy and a verification are estimated.
As a result, it is shown that the proposed system is feasible.
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1 Introduction

Service providing systems using portable devices, for example, a door access con-
trol system with smart cards, are being popular in our daily life. In most of such
systems, the scheme to control authorities to receive a service is based on entity
authentications (or identifications) by communications with electronic data, and
therefore the portable device stores secret information for the identification. In
this sense, the portable device (such as a smart card, a PDA, a mobile phone,
and so on) is called a “token”.

In some practical systems providing a service, a delegation of the authority
for a service can be a very useful function. For example, in a door access control
system, copying a door-key may be the most common requirement. In an author-
ity management system with token based identifications, passing the token is the
naive scheme to realize a delegation, however it is not practical if the token is
for multiple services. Therefore, the scheme based on cryptographic technologies
with passing only electronic data is necessary to meet the requirement. In this
approach, a delegation is straightforwardly realized if we allow a communication
with the entity who manages the authorities. However, it is not clear how to
realize an off-line delegation, that is, a delegation without any communication
with the third party.



We consider the situation that an entity who has an authority (hereinafter
called an “owner”) wants to delegate the authority to other entity (hereinafter
called a “deputy”). The idea of proxy signature [4, 3] can be a method to realize
a off-line delegation of an authority. The entity creates the signature for the
public-key of the deputy, and the owner sends the digital signature to the deputy
as a warrant. The deputy sends the warrant to the verifier with the deputy’s
signature. Similar methods can be found in systems of electronic cash [6, 1].
The idea of “transferability” corresponds to the off-line delegation. A user issues
the license from the bank. The user issues electronic cash from the bank by
using the license, and use cash for the settlement in the retail store. When an
owner delegate it to a deputy, the owner sends a certification which denotes
the delegation. Although there are many of related work about the protocol of
the authority delegation, applying the ideas to a practical system needs more
discussion. This difficulty depends on at least the following two factors:

– the difficulty of modeling practical systems which manages authorities,
– the gap between the ideal environment required from the theoretical schemes

and the current technologies.

This paper focuses a door access control system and proposes a technique for
applying the essential idea of the proxy signature to the authority delegation.
First, we introduce a model of door access control to make clear the requirements
of practical systems. If we consider the delegation of a door-key, we can ignore
a double-use of the authority in most case. This is a critical difficulty for the
transferability of electronic cash. Using mobile phones solves the second factor
of the previous difficulty, since the input devices and the screen which displays
the result of the data exchange are provided. Moreover, some kinds of mobile
phones have the infrared rays communication function and the integrated circuit
chip [5], while the intercommunication function is not provided in smart card.
The mobile phone possesses the input function and the screen, therefore it is
suitable for exchanging data. Then, we have the following assumptions on our
model:

– the delegation allows a double use of the authority,
– an owner and a deputy can have secure communication without any third

party.

Even on the strong assumptions, it is not trivial to realize the off-line delegation.
Our scheme is a simple application of the idea of an encryption or an digital
signature technology. Moreover, we implement our scheme on practical mobile
phones and evaluate the feasibility.

This paper is constructed as follows: in Section 2, we describe some require-
ments of door access control systems with mobile phone from a practical view-
point; in Section 3, we introduce a model of door access control and interpret
the requirements to the model, and then propose a scheme to control authorities
which allows off-line delegations; in Section 4, we show the environment and
experimental results of the implementation of the proposed scheme.
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2 Requirements of Door Access Control Systems

In this section, we show effective application examples of a door access control
system we are considering, and describe some requirements from two viewpoints.
Fig. 1 shows the outline of our system.

2.1 Examples of Practical Use

Temporal Delegation When we consider a door-key, for example, of our pri-
vate room, our office room, a public conference room, and so on, it often happens
the case that we want to lent the door-key to our friend, colleagues, students,
and so on. In the case of a physical door-key, we must lent our master key itself
or a copied one. It is easy to imagine insecure or uneconomic situations. These
problems can be solved by electronic keys with detailed information about the
key such as a restriction of doors or time for use. If we use a portable device
such as a smart card for the electronic key, the authority control is important
especially for a multi-services system. Do you want to lent your smart card with
a credit service to let your student use a conference room?

Load Distribution An off-line delegation key management system can provide
better performance than on-line, from the viewpoint of reducing their burdens
to change key management databases on an central server. In on-line system,
the central server must change the database every time when a user asks the
server to delegate his/her key to others. On the other hand, in off-line system, a
user can delegate his/her key without access to the central server. Additionally
an off-line delegation realizes a hierarchical manage of user’s keys. For example,



in the case where a boss tries to manage 1,000 keys for 100 company members,
the boss just has to delegate 100 keys to 10 general managers of him and change
his database for only the part with respect to the managers.

2.2 Information as a Door-key

The identification between the server and a user is well studied and there exist
schemes which are secure in a practical sense for the situation that the commu-
nicating entities have computing resources. Especially, the identification of the
server by any user is straightforward in the case that the server is regarded as
an entity connected to a door.

If we consider the delegation of a door-key, we can ignore a double-use of the
authority, since in most case the service for the authority does not disappear by
a use. Therefore, we can consider as a delegation of an authority a copy rather
than the delegation in the strict sense.

In some application of a door access control system, the authority is delegated
for free as the examples in this section. In such cases, it is not necessary to confirm
that a delegated door-key is the correct one. Therefore, we can use a simple
scheme of a delegation and a verification of an authority. If the confirmation
is necessary, an idea of the digital signature is used instead of a private-key
encryption.

2.3 Communication between Mobile Phones

Although the intercommunication function is not provided between smart cards,
there exist some kinds of mobile phones which have an infrared communication
function [5]. Therefore, we can allow as processes of a door-key not only the
communication between a server and a user but also two users. This is the
essential technology to realize an off-line communication.

Some mobile phones have also enough resource for computations of encryp-
tion, and therefore we can assume an ideal identification between users. More-
over, the following two considerations show an appropriateness of the previous
assumption: 1) we usually face to the other entity when we use a mobile phone to
send data, hence we can identify the entity in the sense of a real communication
rather than electronic process; 2) we carry our mobile phone all the time, hence
the correspondence between a human and his/her mobile phone is guaranteed.

3 Formalization

In this section, we introduce a model of a door access control system with mobile
phones and interpret the requirements in the previous section to the model.
Then, we propose a scheme of a verification and a delegation of the authority to
open a door.



3.1 Door Access Control System

A door access control system is constructed by users who want to use their
authority to open a door and a server who examines whether a user has the
authority. We denote by u1, u2, . . . ∈ U the users and by s the server. Any
ui ∈ U and s can communicate another entity along with a given protocol. By
the argument in Subsection 2.2, we formalize this protocol that a ui ∈ U submit
a string to s to open a door, and s outputs whether the ui has the authority.
We call this process a verification by s of ui with respect to a door. In the rest
of this paper, we consider a door access control system with a single server in
the situation that the server controls a single door, and therefore we regard the
server and the door as a single entity.

For the previous model, we allow some process between two users. Any ui ∈ U
can operate interactive processes with another uj ∈ U along a given protocol,
which is reasonable for systems with mobile phones by the argument in Sub-
section 2.3. Additionally, by the argument, we assume an ideal identification
between any two entities in the users and the server, which enable any user to
confirm the identifier, called the ID, of the other user.

Assumption 1 Any pair of entities in U∪{s} has a scheme of an identification.

By the previous assumption, any entity can know the ID of the other entity.
The ID of a user ui is denoted by ni. In some protocols in the rest of this
paper, the identification process is not described explicitly. Note that the ideal
identification is not realized by the ID, but the ID is confirmed as the result of
the identification. It is not in the scope of this paper how to realize a secure
identification.

As mentioned in the argument of the previous assumption, we assume any
pair of communicating entities can use a suitable cryptographic technology, since
the system is realized by a server computer and mobile phones which have enough
resource for computations. We consider the following two conditions.

Assumption 2 Each user in U and s have a private-key encryption scheme,
respectively.

By the previous assumption, ui has a function φui for an encryption and s
can know (the result of an application of) φ−1

ui
. The condition also yields that

any user has a scheme of a message authentication code to s, that is, s can verify
the data integrity of the message from the user [2].

Assumption 3 Any entities in U ∪ {s} has a public-key encryption scheme.

By the previous assumption, any entity in U ∪ {s} has a scheme of a digital
signature [2]. In addition to the situation by Assumption 2, this condition yields
that any entity can verify the integrity of a message with the digital signature
from any user.



3.2 Copy of an Authority

We introduce an idea of “trust” on a door access control system. The ideal as-
signment of the authority to open a door to the users is expressed by a function
F : U → {0, 1} such that F (ui) is 1 if ui should have the authority, and 0 other-
wise. Now we consider a door access control system Σ in which any verification
by s terminates for any user in U . Then, the result of practical verifications in
Σ is also expressed by a function GΣ : U → {0, 1} such that GΣ(ui) is 1 if the
verification outputs that ui has the authority, and 0 otherwise. A door access
control system Σ is trustful if, for any ui, GΣ(ui) = 1 if and only if F (ui) = 1.

Let Σ be a door access control system such that GΣ(ui) = 1 and GΣ(uj) = 0
for ui, uj ∈ U . Then, a copy of the authority is a process to change Σ into Σ′

such that GΣ′(uj) = 1 and GΣ′(uk) = GΣ(uk) for the other uk ∈ U . Therefore,
the ideal assignment F ′ : U → {0, 1} after the copy to uj is

– F ′(uk) = 1 if F (uk) = 1 or uk = uj ,
– F ′(uk) = 0 otherwise.

We denote the ideal assignment F ′ of the authority after a copy from ui to uj

by F ∪ fui→uj : U → {0, 1}. The previous notation can be extended straightfor-
wardly to the ideal assignment after plural copies with a suitable definition of ∪.
Then, in the followed subsection, we show that the system after a copy operated
by our scheme is still trustful.

Note: By allowing the copy of the authority, a part of the access control is
entrusted to the users who has the authority. If we express by Fs : U → {0, 1} the
assignment of the authority by s on an initial condition, and by Fui : U → {0, 1}
ui’s will whether he/she wish to copy his/her authority to each user, then the
ideal assignment Fs ∪ Fui : U → {0, 1} can be defined as

– Fs ∪ Fui(uk) = 1 if F (uk) = 1 or there exists ui ∈ U such that Fs(ui) =
Fui(uk) = 1,

– Fs ∪ Fui
(uk) = 0 otherwise.

Since a mapping from a set to {0, 1} is defining a subset of the set, it is easy
to extend our idea with this expression to more complex controls, for example,
authorization with recommendations by plural authorized users.

3.3 Procedures

As we mentioned in this section, the basic protocol of the verification of the
authority is a submission of a string by a user to the server after the identification
between the two entities. The string submitted in the protocol is called a door-key
and denoted by K. Then, we show the procedures to verify or copy a door-key.

By Assumption 1, if we consider a system in which any copy of the authority
is not allowed, then it is trivial that a trustful system can be realized by the
ideal identification of ui ∈ U by s. s has only to prepare the function of the ideal
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assignment of the authority to the users. It is also trivial that an on-line copy,
that is, a copy by modifying the function for every copy yields a trustful system.
We consider a system with off-line copies. The outline of the proposed system is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Consider a copy of an authority from ui to uj . The following is the proce-
dure of ui after the identification between ui and uj , where φ is a function for
encryption.

Procedure 1 (copy) ui submits K = (ni, φui(nj)) to uj.

Then, the following is the procedure of the verification by s of uj . Before the
procedure, s and uj operate the identification and uj submit K which is copied
from ui along the previous procedure. Let K[i] be the ith element of K.

Procedure 2 (verify) s outputs

– 1 if F (uj) = 1,
– 0 if F (uj) = 0 and F (ui) = 0,
– 1 if F (ui) = 1 and φ−1

ui
(K[2]) = nj,

– 0 otherwise.

In the previous procedure, the first step is same as the procedure for a system
does not allow any copy. The second and third step correspond to the ideal
assignment after the copy from ui to uj . Therefore, a criterion of trust of the
system depends on φ, in other words, this system is trustful if φ is ideal. In the
system with Assumption 2, the entity who receive the door-key by a copy cannot



Fig. 3. An infrared communication between mobile phones

confirm the door-key is correct. Therefore, the entity who copy the door-key can
success an attack to get a compensation for the door-key. In a practical sense,
this situation is not fatal in some cases, as we mentioned in Subsection 2.2.
In the system with Assumption 3, the attack is prevented since any user can
confirm the door-key. In this case, some messages which describes what K is are
submitted with K.

Note: We can easily extend the system to allow recursive copies by applying φ to
K in Procedure 1. Then, Procedure 2 is modified to repeat the second and third
step till the ID of the communicating entity appears. In this case, the length of
K depends on the depth of the “sublease”, and hence a restriction of the number
of copies or a synchronization with the server for a period is required.

4 Implementation

In this section, firstly, we show the implementation environment. Secondly, we
show the experimental result of the proposed system in this environment. Finally,
we discuss the feasibility and usefulness of the proposed system.

4.1 Environment

We implement the idea in the previous section into a mobile phone which has
a infrared communication function (see Fig. 3) and a contactless IC chip [5].
Table 1 shows the execution environments of the mobile phone and the server
in this implementation.

At the present time, in mobile phones which is usualy avairable, there is no
cryptographic co-processor which can be used freely. Moreover, any significant



Table 1. The environment of our implementation

Device Model NTT DoCoMo F902i and F902iS
OS Symbian OS

CPU SH-Mobile
Bandwidth of infrared communication max 100 Kilo-Bytes

IC chip FeliCa chip (64 Bytes memory)

R/W Model RC-S440C

Server OS Microsoft Windows XP
CPU Pentium4 3.20GHz
RAM 2.00GB

cryptographic algorithm implemented as a software can not execute in a prac-
tical time due to the poor resource of a mobile phone. Therefore, we estimate
the execution time for the cryptographic algorithm from the result of another
experiment on an JAVA card. In the implementation for mobile phones, we use
an exclusive-or operation as a dummy cryptographic function with the user’s
identifier and secret information of length 4 bytes, respectively.

We consider the situation that a user ui copies his/her door-key K to another
user uj , and the server s verifies uj ’ authority. Let σi be the ui’s secret and rw
the Felica chip Reader/Writer. Then, the protocols of a copy and verification of
a door-key are as follows, where ⊕ denotes the bitwise exclusive-or.

Copy-Protocol:

STEP1: ui calculates K = (ni, nj ⊕ σi);
STEP2: ui submits K to uj by using the infrared communication function;
STEP3: ui writes K to the access area of uj ’s IC chip.

Verify-Protocol:

STEP1: rw waits for accession uj with polling;
STEP2: rw reads K from uj ’s access area;
STEP3: rw sends K to s;
STEP4: s verifies K and σj .

4.2 Evaluation

We measured the execution time of the previous protocols on mobile phones
and a server. Each execution time is conducted as the average of 10 trials. In
Copy-Protocol, the process consists of three parts: generating K, an infrared
communication, and writing K on an IC chip. In Verify-Protocol, the process
consists of three parts: reading K from an IC chip, a radio communication (in-
cluding a PIN authentication), and a verifying K. The experimental results of
the execution time are shown in Table 2.



Table 2. The experimental results of the execution times

Protocol Operation Execution time (sec)

Copy Generating K 0.002
Infrared communication 3.302

Writing K 0.690
Total 3.994

Verify PIN authentication 0.112
Reading K 0.036
Verifying K 0.002

Total 0.150

4.3 Discussion

According to the result with respect to Copy-Protocol, the execution time of
the infrared communication occupies a large portion of the total time. As we
mentioned, in the step of generating K, an exclusive-or operation is used in
place of a complex cryptographic function. Therefore, we measure the execution
time of the cryptographic part on a smart card and estimate the time on a mobile
phone.

Some smart cards have a cryptographic co-processor which can be used freely.
Mobile phones will have the same cryptographic co-processor as smart cards since
mobile phones with an IC chip can use for the usage to a smart card. Therefore,
as another experiment, we measured the execution times of DES and RSA on
JAVA Card to estimate the performance of mobile phones. In the experiment
by JAVA card, the execution time of DES and RSA are 0.05 seconds and 0.21
seconds, respectively. The times are short compared with the execution times of
an infrared communication and writing K on an IC chip. Thus, the gap between
the execution times on a mobile for DES/RSA and the exclusive-or operation
seems not to lead fatal inconsistency on our implementation.

As to the result for Verify-Protocol, the execution time of the PIN authen-
tication occupies a large portion of the total time. Supposing that we adopt an
advanced cryptographic function, the time for the verifying K will be longer. We
can expect that the influence for the total execution time is small, since server
has a lot of resources.

From the previous discussions, we can show that mobile phones can unite
practicable operation time and safety in the future as adopted our proposed
system.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a door access control system with mobile phones which allows off-
line copies of a door-key. A model of door access control with mobile phones was
introduced, and then a copy of a door-key and a criterion of security were for-
malized. On this model, a secure copy by off-line was realized using the essential



idea of the proxy signature. Moreover, the proposed system was implemented on
mobile phones.
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